Networks 2014
http://networks2014.av.it.pt

What we are addressing:

Networks 2014 will focus on the challenges of next generation networks to deliver on the promise of convergence of the information and communication technologies (ICT) and next generation networks (NGN).

Challenges are many: how to build high performance networks for converged services where every step is cost justified and drives profitable growth, where difficult issues of scalability, end-to-end performance, management, network and service control, reliability, security and interoperability are planned and then realized, and where flexibility is maintained to allow experimentation with new applications that can foster new and compelling revenue streams for operators.

Come and influence the future !!!

You are invited to submit and participate!

Invited Talks and Plenary Panel Sessions on Hottest Topics
The plenary sessions of the symposium will be distinguished by presentations and debates of some of the foremost figures in the telecommunications.

Technical Contributed Sessions

Tutorials and keynotes
Tutorial sessions will provide education and keynotes challenging visions.

Exhibition, hands on, Tools Demonstration

Sponsoring and booth reservation available
Please refer to the webpage for details

17-19 September
Madeira

Networks 2014
Funchal, Madeira, Portugal
http://networks2014.av.it.pt
Coming to Madeira is convenient

Madeira island

Is one beautiful island in the middle of the Atlantic. It’s the home of glooming nature and very mild climate. You don’t have to travel a long way to find the ideal holiday destination. There are endless reasons for visiting Madeira!

To have a preview of what you will find follow one of the many solutions available:

http://www.visitmadeira.pt

Madeira is well served with several air carriers directly from central cities all over Europe and abroad. (TAP, Easyjet, and much more fly directly to Madeira).

Since it’s a very small island, renting a car for one or two days (Avis, Europcar, and etc at the airport or in the city center) or having a ride in the organized tours will suit perfectly the cultural, calm and tranquilizing stay in Madeira.

If you need adrenaline and amusement you will also find it all over. Also, life is not that difficult, food is great, the flavors and fragrances will fill sincerely all your experience and senses.

The hotels of the island are great and infrastructures well developed and available (taxi, public transport, etc.).

The conference will be conveniently located at a venue where everything is handled within comfortable distance.

The program will be full of nice surprises and delicious events and parties.

Please also take time to observe the coming program and do not miss a bit at:

http://networks2014.av.it.pt

Welcome to Portugal and Networks 2014!

Scope of the conference

- Network Design and Planning Methods
- Migration to NGN and Mobile Broadband
- Routing, Traffic Flows and Optimization
- Convergence of Different Domains
- Role of New Technologies, Developments and Standards
- Network Planning Support Processes, Methods and Tools
- Emerging Topics (vehicular, P2P, Social ...)